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Response to the BBC Trust review of the BBC’s arrangements for the
supply of television and radio content and online services.

As Minister for Culture, Arts and Leisure in the North of Ireland my remit
includes broadcasting. As such my focus will be on issues or questions that
specifically relate to the North of Ireland or have direct and obvious impact
here.

I want to ensure that there is a full, authentic and accurate and more up-to-
date portrayal of the North of Ireland on the networks which will show a fuller
picture of a modern and evolving society.

I am committed to ensuring more local cultural TV and radio coverage and to
ensuring that opportunities for local workers and companies are maximised.

I also want to see commissioning of original programming showcasing local
communities here increased and improved.

Also it is essential that the language Broadcast Funds are secured for future
years.

Ultimately my aim is that, in the North of Ireland, broadcasting will be fully
devolved and I have written to Ed Vaizey MP, Minister of State for Culture and
the Digital Economy on a number of occasions regarding this and other
broadcasting related matters.

I fully support the main points contained in the consultation response provided
to you by NI Screen (the screen agency for the North of Ireland). I have
provided a recap of these at Annex I attached.

I would ask you to note, in particular, that NI Screen is very unclear as to how
the proposed changes to the status of BBC In House Production might apply
to the Nations and to the North of Ireland, and what the impact of that
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application might be. As it has said in its response to the Consultation, NI
Screen’s primary concern is to continue the positive developments outlined in
its new Partnership Agreement with the BBC (in brackets below) and to
ensure that any changes to the BBC’s content supply arrangements do not
directly or indirectly undermine or de-prioritise the BBC’s strengthened
understanding of its obligations to the devolved Nations including the North of
Ireland; its impact and influence in the Nations including North of Ireland; and,
its commitment to work with partners like the North of Ireland for the wider
public good including audience, license fee payers, the creative industries and
other public goods including educational value.

(That Partnership Agreement between BBC and NI Screen will focus on BBC
Network Supply and identifies areas where the BBC and NI Screen will work
together to:

Support the production of broadcast and online content with network
and international potential
Invest in developing an internationally competitive screen industry in
the North of Ireland

• Help ensure that the North of Ireland is strongly represented to
audiences across Britain and the North of Ireland the UK and
internationally).

I await the outcome of the consultation and trust that the necessary changes
suggested can produce a favourable outcome for the North of Ireland.

Is mise le meas,
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CARAL NI CHUILIN MLA
Minister of Culture, Arts and Leisure
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Annex I

CONSULTATION QUESTIONS (BBC TRUST REVIEW OF THE BBC’S

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE SUPPLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

CONTENT AND ONLINE SERVICES)

For each of the following questions, please tell us your views on arrangements for the
supply of television and radio content or online services depending on your particular
interests.

Q 1 Overall, are these the rightprinciples to guide anyfuture changes to the
BBC’s content supply arrangements?

Principle one: Securing high-quality and creative content across all genres
Principle two: Providing valuefor money to licence fee payers
Principle three: Using a wide range and diversity ofsupply across all genres
andfrom across the UK
Principle four: Securing a sustainable production supply in terms ofskills
and capacity
Principle five: Retaining sufficient value and control over the BBC’s IP and
content rights beyond the public service window to secure a fair return on
investment for licencefee payers.

A 1 Principles 1, 2 & 3 are appropriate benchmarks to assess BBC Content Supply.

Principle 4 is an extremely important tenet too.

However, it might be worth considering taking this Principle further to accept
and promote the critical part that the BBC’s activities play in the overall
vibrancy, sustainability and growth of the whole screen industry and creative
industries in Britain and the North of Ireland and, in particular, across the
whole of Britain and the North of Ireland beyond London.

Principle 5 is not a high level principle and should be removed. It is an
assertion - which could be correct or incorrect - that the BBC must hold
Intellectual Property rights beyond its broadcast rights to deliver value for
money to the license fee. Rather than a principle, this is a mechanistic logic
relating to Value for Money.

NI Screen has queried why the reference to Intellectual Property is included as
a principle alongside Principle 2 which states more broadly that Value for
Money to license fee payers is critical.

In recent times the BBC has become more aware of the critical part it plays in
the health and vibrancy of the arts, the creative industries and screen economy
right across Britain and the North of Ireland, and also the part that it plays in
keeping Britain and the North of Ireland at the forefront of the creative
industries across the world.



The proposals should include a Principle that BBC Content Supply should be
‘sense’ checked to ensure that it has no intended, or more likely unintended,
negative impact on the health and vibrancy of the arts, creative industries and
screen economy across Britain and the North of Ireland and that it facilitates
the position of Britain and the North of Ireland at the forefront of the creative
industries across the world.

Q 2 Taking each of the abovefive principles as they stand:

L Howfar do you think the current content supply arrangements deliver on
them?

ii. Do you think that is likely to change in thefuture given the developments
in the market in recentyears?

iiL How do you think the principles can best be fulfilled over the next ten
years whether by regulatory changes or other means?

A 2 (i)Principle 1: securing high-quality and creative content across all genres.

Commissioning content is not an exact science, and a portfolio the size of the
BBC’s will inevitably include some less than successful programming.
However, the standard of programming across the BBC is extremely high
across all genres, but particularly within television drama, children’s and
preschool content.

While the quality is high, the level of creativity in the innovation sense might
not be quite as high and there should be room for the BBC to take greater risks
within its portfolio of commissioning.

Principle 2: providing valuefor money to licence fee payers.

I understand that it is generally accepted that the full range of BBC content is
very good value to the license fee payer. Most license fee payers will
articulate the value proposition with relation to a single service they value; for
example, young parents would pay the license fee for CBeebies alone, others
will have a similar relationship with Radio 4.

However, there is one important qualification to this:

The North of Ireland has not been well served against the Value for Money
test. While BBC NI delivers a range of quality local programming, until very
recently the North of Ireland has been almost completely locked out of
Network Supply and Network Portrayal. The opportunity cost of this to the
North of Ireland is almost impossible to calculate but is in the 1 OOs of millions
over a decade. More positively, there is a strong sense that the present
direction of travel is towards a much better value proposition for the North of
Ireland with projects like The Fall, Dani’s Castle & Can’t Touch This at the
cutting edge of this shift.

It is imperative that this positive direction of travel, which is merely



embryonic, is not undermined or de-prioritised as a result of any future
changes to the Content Supply model.

Principle 3 using a wide range and diversity ofsupply across all genres and
from across Britain and the North ofIreland.

From a North of Ireland perspective, it is impossible to say that the BBC
commissions from a wide range and diverse supply across Britain and the
North of Ireland. Access to commissioning opportunities has, until extremely
recently, been completely opaque.

In line with other aspects of this response, there is the beginning of a sense that
this lack of transparency around opportunities and lack of access to the
opportunities is changing. This process should be encouraged and accelerated.

Principle 4: securing a sustainable production supply in terms ofskills and
capacity.

Again, until very recently there was little sense that the commissioning side of
the BBC understood the relationship between skills development and capacity
building and quality content. Instead, the view was that the skills and capacity
should simply be available to the BBC Commissioner as and when she wanted
to utilise it.

In relation to the North of Ireland, I understand this position has changed.
There is a growing understanding that the BBC is the ‘anchor tenant’ for the
screen industries right across Britain and the North of Ireland and that it holds
a primary responsibility to play its part in ensuring that the companies or
departments providing content supply are sustainable and that the BBC is
playing its part in skills development.

An example of recent good practice is the AIM HGH modem apprenticeship
created and supported by BBC NI, Creative Skiliset and NI Screen in
partnership.

With regard to capacity, I note that NI Screen has strong concerns that the
BBC has made no contribution to infrastructure development in the North of
Ireland in stark contrast to the significant catalytic infrastructure investments in
Cardiff, Glasgow and Salford.

Principle 5: retaining sif’Jicient value and control over the BBC IP and
content rights beyond the public service window to secure a fair return on
investmentfor licencefee payers.

Principle rejected for reasons mentioned at answer Al above.



(ii) Do you think that it is likely to change in the future given the
developments in the market in recent years?
I am positive about the potential of the BBC/NI Screen Partnership to act as an
enabling framework for the successful development and delivery of value to
and from the BBC, for and from the North of Ireland.
I understand that more clarity is required in regard to how the In House
Production proposals could impact on this.
It is absolutely essential is that the BBC must continue to embrace and develop
its commitment to its Public Purposes and to public good generally. I share NI
Screen’s concern that a commercialisation of BBC In House Production could
lead to a centralising mentality which would be to the great detriment of
everyone outside of London and particularly the North of Ireland.

(iii) How do you think the principles can best be fulfilled over the next ten
years whether by regulatory changes or other means?

Nations Quotas
NI Screen has been a consistent advocate of quotas in relation to content
production from the Nations & Regions. There is no evidence that the quality
of content production is reduced by this forced distribution model, not least
because talent in the form of individuals and companies is extremely mobile
and will gravitate to where opportunities arise.
Regulated quotas are likely to be more efficient than targets which have a
tendency to attract more bureaucracy and are open to distortion.
Nations Quotas will help deliver Principle 3 and make Principle 4 much easier
to address due to the stability and continuity of production.

In House Production
In line with our position on Nations Quotas, NI Screen is not of the view that
In House Guarantees are an inherently bad thing. On the contrary, NI Screen
would support clear and transparent In House guarantees.
However, the level of those guarantees and the size of In House Production
require review. I understand that Window of Creative Competition (WoCC)
has clearly demonstrated that it would be more appropriate to have a simple
split between In House and Independent supply with the WoCC subsumed
within Independent Supply.
There would also seem to be merit in considering reducing the overall size of
In House Production. Possibly down to 40% of overall content supply.
This arrangement would require a change in the definition of Independent
Company given the consolidation in the independent production company
market and the purchasing of many of these consolidated groups by non British
or North of Ireland companies.
NI Screen’s view is that it is imperative to retain a place for truly independent
companies within the screen industries in the North of Ireland but that this
should be achieved through the autonomy of commissioners and the
availability of development support for true independent companies rather than
through the definition of an independent company.



BBC Leadership & Vision
While NI Screen supports regulation to deliver Public Good it is of the opinion
that strong leadership and a commitment to the Public Purposes Vision of the
BBC is at least an equally significant factor.
The BBC Trust should focus closely on the question of how the appropriate
Vision and Values can be systemically revitalised within the BBC. A unitary
board with non executives and a separate regulator would best serve public
service leadership and vision.

Q 3 Are there genres ofprogramming or types of content thatjustify a different
approach?

A 3 News and the majority of current affairs should remain In House. However,
there should be room for a wider range of alternative voices, angles and
opinions with current affairs which will be better facilitated within small
independent companies.

Q 4 Please let us know whether you have any views on the relationship between
the BBC’s public services and its commercial activities in its content supply
arrangements, and how the necessary separation can best be maintained iii

thefuture.

A 4 Despite considerable efforts in recent years, NI Screen is not wholly convinced
that there is clarity and transparency around the separation between the BBC’s
commercial activities. NI Screen supports the continuation of BBC
commercial activities particularly because of the value to Britain and the North
of Ireland generally of the BBC brand internationally within content markets
and more importantly within society generally.


